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Abstract
An oracle is described for dynamic validation of an application (metadata extraction from scanned documents)
where a moderate failure rate is acceptable provided that
instances of failures during operation can be identified. The
oracle combines a variety of deterministic tests and statistical tests based upon characteristics of the document collection on which the system operates. Because this system
must adapt to a variety of document collections with different characteristics, a scripting language is developed that
binds combinations of tests to the metadata fields expected
in a given document collection. The suitability of the oracle is demonstrated by an experiment measuring its ability
to mimic human judgments as to which of several alternate
outputs for the same document would be preferred.

1. Introduction
The authors have been involved in the design and development of a system to extract metadata information from
scanned documents stored in government repositories including collections at DTIC [4], NASA [9], and the GPO
[13]. These collections are large (e.g., the DTIC collection contains more than one million documents and adds
tens of thousands of new documents each year. The documents are diverse, including scientific articles, slides from
presentations, PhD theses, (entire) conference proceedings,
promotional brochures, public laws, and acts of Congress.
Contributions to each collection come from a wide variety
of organizations, each with their own in-house standards
for layout and format, so, even among documents of similar kind, the layouts vary widely. The amount of meta1 To appear in the First International Workshop on Software Test Evaluation (STEV 2007), Portland, Oregon, October 11/12, 2007

data available may vary considerably as well. Many documents have only “conventional” metadata such as title,
author names, publishing organization, and date. Others
have more specialized metadata including security/release
restrictions and waivers, public law numbers, or keywords
and index terms. Different collections may also target different metadata fields for storage in their databases.
The heterogeneity of these collections poses a challenge
to the development of an automated system for metadata
extraction. Our approach has been based upon a two-part
process [11, 12], in which
• A new document is classified, assigning it to a group
of documents of similar layout. The goal is to group
together documents whose title or other metadatacontaining pages would appear similar when viewed
(by humans) from several feet away.
• Associated with each class of document layouts is a
template, a scripted description of how to associate
blocks of text in the layout with metadata fields. For
example, a template might state that the text set in the
largest type font in the top-half of the first page is, in
that layout, the document title.
Input to the system consists of scanned documents (e.g.,
Figure 1) that have been passed though a commercial Optical Character Recognition (OCR) program to produce an
XML version of the document text marked with formatting
information. The XML version is classified and a template
selected. An extraction engine interprets the template, following its scripted instructions to actually locate and extract
text strings that make up the values for various metadata
fields. Figure 2 shows a somewhat simplified view of the
overall data flow through the extractor (More details can be
found in [12]).
Figure 3 shows an output from that extraction engine for
the document from Figure 1. (Some of the metadata in Figure 3 is not visible in Figure 1, having been extracted from
the page following the one shown.)
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Figure 2. Metadata Extractor, including Dynamic Validation

2. Related Research
There are a number of potential sources of error in the
system, not all of which can be directly controlled:
• OCR errors, either due to failures of the OCR software
or poor quality of the scanned document images,
• Classification errors in which an incorrect template is
selected for application to the document,
• Template errors, giving an incorrect description of the
location of the desired metadata, and
• Internal faults in the extraction engine that interprets the
templates.
The automated extractor is intended to replace a laborintensive human process. As such, it could be economically viable even with failure rates on the order of 20-30%
of documents having incorrectly extracted fields, provided
that these documents with incorrectly extracted fields can
be identified during program operation and referred for human corrective action.
There is a compelling need, then, for dynamic validation to identify unacceptable outputs, as shown in Figure 2.
This need leads directly to the question of how to devise an
automated oracle that serves as the heart of this validator.

The problem of selecting an appropriate oracle for determining the correctness of a program output is well known
in testing literature and practice. Testing oracles have traditionally run the gamut from human inspection of printed
outputs to automated checks for conformance with a formal
statement of expected values.
Oracles for programs that, like our metadata extractor,
attempt to mimic a human activity are notoriously problematic [14]. In meta-data extraction, for example, even expert humans may differ on what is the best description of a
given document. Typically, such applications are validated
by allowing human experts to rate outputs as reasonable or
unreasonable, e.g., [6]. Such an oracle makes sense only
prior to software deployment, however. It would be selfdefeating to require continuous human inspection of outputs
during dynamic validation of a deployed system.
The terms dynamic verification and dynamic validation
have been coined to describe the provision of run-time
checks as part of the running software to monitor the correctness of a calculation [2, 5]. The most common approach
to dynamic verification and/or validation is based on pro-

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<metadata>
<UnclassifiedTitle>Thesis Title:
Intrepidity, Iron Will, and
Intellect: General Robert L.
Eichelberger and Military Genius
</UnclassifiedTitle>
<PersonalAuthor>
Name of Candidate: Major Matthew H. Fath
</PersonalAuthor>
<ReportDate>
Accepted this 18th day of June 2004 by:
</ReportDate>
<approvedby>Approved by:
Thesis Committee Chair Jack D. Kem, Ph.D.,
Member Mr. Charles S. Soby, M.B.A. ,
Member Lieutenant Colonel John A. Suprin,
M.A.
</approvedby>
<acceptedby>
Robert F. Baumann, Ph.D.
</acceptedby>
</metadata>

Figure 3. Sample Metadata Record (including
mistakes)

grammed assertions [3, 10, 15], which can provide valuable
checks on the internal structure and consistency of a computation. Assertion checking is not a viable option for the
metadata extractor, partly because of the lack of a precise
specification of desired behavior and also because it is questionable whether internal computation state can be useful in
contexts where the selection of the appropriate computation
(template) is one of the primary sources of uncertainty.
In such circumstances, it seems reasonable to exploit
heuristic [7] or statistical [8] techniques for examining outputs. Most prior work in this area has focused on validation
prior to deployment and operation, but the applications of
these techniques to dynamic validation seems a particularly
suitable combination.
We have therefore devised an oracle based primarily on
a combination of simple statistical tests, with a scripting
language describing how those tests should be combined
in various situations (such as when working with different
document collections with different structural and statistical
characteristics).

3. An Oracle for Dynamic Validation
In this section we present our validation techniques that
we successfully applied to legacy collections from DTIC
and NASA. The main idea behind our statistical valida-

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<val:validate collection="dtic"
xmlns:val="jelly:edu.odu.cs.dtic...">
<val:average>
<val:field
name="UnclassifiedTitle">
...tests for this field...
</val:field>
<val:field name="ReportDate">
...tests for this field...
</val:field>
<val:field name="PersonalAuthor">
...tests for this field...
</val:field>
<val:field name="CorporateAuthor">
...tests for this field...
</val:field>
</val:average>
</val:validate>

Figure 4. Top Level of a Validation Specification

tion techniques is measuring a relevant property, such as
the length of the title (a metadata field), and comparing it
to values known to be typical of documents already in that
collection. The comparison results are quantified and normalized into a confidence value for the value extracted for
that metadata field. Confidence values range from a minimum of 0.0 indicating an almost certainly incorrect value to
1.0 indicating an almost certainly correct value.

3.1. Validation Specifications and Scripts
The metadata record extracted from a document will typically consist of many fields, which vary both from one
collection to another and for different kinds of documents
within a collection. Each field may be subject to several
different validation tests. Which tests are most appropriate
will vary both by field and by collection. Additionally, as
will be noted later, dynamic validation can be invoked at
different stages within the overall system, and the preferred
tests and the means of combining those tests into an overall confidence score may depend upon when the validator is
being invoked.
The selection of the appropriate tests and the combination of the test results is therefore a non-trivial activity requiring substantial flexibility. We have addressed this by
creating a special-purpose language for describing the selection of tests for a field and the computation of combined
confidence values over multiple tests.
Figure 4 shows a the basic skeleton of a validation specification (this one for the DTIC collection) indicating that
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<val:field
name="UnclassifiedTitle">
<val:average>
<val:dictionary/>
<val:length/>
</val:average>
</val:field>
<val:field name="ReportDate">
<val:dateFormat/>
</val:field>
.
.
.

Figure 5. Field Rules in a Validation Specification

the overall confidence for a collection of metadata will be
computed as an average of confidences computed for four
different metadata fields. In addition to averages (possibly
weighted), confidences may be combined by operators for
weighted sums, minima, and maxima. Operators also allow rescaling of confidences via arbitrary piecewise linear
functions.
Within the outer average tag are rules for individual
fields. Figure 5 shows the details for two of these, showing
that the title field is validated using a combination of length
and dictionary statistical tests and that the report date field
is validated using a deterministic format test.
The validation specification is combined with a given
metadata record to form an executable script. The output
of the script is the metadata record (possibly re-ordered)
with attributes attached to each field indicating the confidence value for that field and to the record root indicating
the overall confidence value for the output as a whole. Figure 6 shows how the metadata record of Figure 3 might have
been marked up by the script produced from the specification of Figures 4 and 5.
In addition to marking up each field with a confidence
value, a field with confidence less than 0.5 is marked with an
warning message explaining the primary reason for the poor
confidence rating. Output records containing such warnings
will be referred to human operators for inspection and, if
necessary, correction.
The choice of basing this language on XML is primarily a matter of convenience, but poses no fundamental limitation. Conventional parsing and translation algorithms
for higher level programming languages can be seen as attempts to explicitly construct or implicitly traverse a parse
tree or a related abstract syntax tree. To the degree that
XML is a generic notation for representing tree-like structures, we can regard our current language as the abstract

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<metadata confidence="0.460"
warning="ReportDate field does not match
required pattern">
<UnclassifiedTitle confidence="0.979">
Thesis Title: Intrepidity, Iron
Will, and Intellect: General Robert
L. Eichelberger and Military Genius
</UnclassifiedTitle>
<PersonalAuthor confidence="0.4"
warning="PersonalAuthor: unusual number
of words">
Name of Candidate: Major Matthew H. Fath
</PersonalAuthor>
<ReportDate confidence="0.0"
warning="ReportDate field does not
match required pattern">
Accepted this 18th day of June 2004 by:
</ReportDate>
<approvedby warning="unvalidated">Approved
by: Thesis Committee Chair Jack D. Kem,
Ph.D., Member Mr. Charles S. Soby,
M.B.A., Member Lieutenant Colonel
John A. Suprin, M.A.
</approvedby>
<acceptedby warning="unvalidated">
Robert F. Baumann, Ph.D.
</acceptedby>
</metadata>

Figure 6. Sample Output from the Validator
syntax and bypass the need for a high-level parser. If it becomes important to have a “prettier” textual form, we could
easily define a concrete syntax that could be mapped upon
the current language.
The semantics of the validation scripting language is implemented in Jelly, a framework for defining executable
XML languages[1]. Jelly provides a simple mechanism for
binding actions to XML tags. A specific tree containing
these tags can be then be traversed, with the tag-specific
action invoked at each node. The modular structure of the
implementation, combined with the lack of a higher level
parser, means that addition of new operators to the specification and scripting languages is a nearly trivial task.

3.2. Reference Models
Most of the tests supported by our validator (detailed below in Section 3.3) are based upon a point statistic computed for a metadata field value extracted by the program
and compared to models of that field. The model information is obtained from metadata records previously produced
by the human staff for documents already in the collections.
For the DTIC collection, for example, the average and

Field
UnclassifiedTitle
Abstract
PersonalAuthor
CorporateAuthor

Avg.
9.91
114.32
2.75
6.99

Std. Dev.
4.78
58.02
0.52
2.29

Field
PersonalAuthor

CorporateAuthor
Table 1. Field Length (in words), DTIC collection

Field
UnclassifiedTitle
Abstract

Avg.
88%
94%

Std. Dev.
13%
5.0%

Table 2. Dictionary Detection (% of recognized words), DTIC collection

standard deviation of the field lengths are computed for
titles, author fields, organization names, and abstracts for
approximately 850,000 (unclassified) documents that were
made available to us. These documents date from the period January 1900 through Jun 2005, with the vast majority
being written after 1950.
Table 1 shows the length properties for the DTIC fields
we are currently validating.
For the titles and abstracts, the average and standard deviation of the percentage of words in an English dictionary
are computed for the same 850,000 documents. Table 2
shows the recognition rates for these DTIC fields.
For author and organization names, which should feature
a more specialized but recurring vocabulary, phrase dictionaries are constructed for all phrases of length 1-4 words
over a randomly selected set of 638,000 of those metadata
records. Then the remaining 212,000 are used to compute the average and standard deviation of the percentage of
phrases in each field that are recorded in the phrase dictionaries (an approximation of the percentage of phrases that,
in new documents, can be expected to be recurrences of previously encountered phrases). Table 3 shows the recurrence
percentages for these DTIC fields. It shows that, particularly in the corporate author field, a document will rarely
introduce a word or even a phrase that has not been encountered before, suggesting that almost any output with novel
content in that field would be suspect.
Similar models are computed for the NASA collection,
although the available set of metadata is smaller, comprised
of about 10,000 records.
The DTIC and NASA collections include many more
metadata fields than have been mentioned here. As the
extraction system moves toward final deployment, similar
models will be constructed for the remaining fields.

Phrase Length
1
2
3
1
2
3
4

Avg.
97%
83%
71%
100%
99%
99%
98%

Std. Dev.
11%
32%
45%
2.0%
6.0%
10%
13%

Table 3. Phrase Dictionary Hit Percentage,
DTIC collection

3.3. Basic Validation Tests
Our validation tests can be categorized into two main
categories: deterministic tests and statistical tests. The former include pattern matching using regular expressions and
date format. The latter include the length, vocabulary, and
dictionary tests described below. The pattern matching and
regular expressions are straightforward but are applicable
only to a relatively small fraction of metadata fields that
have restricted formats. The probabilistic tests are described
next.

3.3.1

Length Test

The length test compares the length of the metadata field
value to an average length previously calculated for this
metadata field from known correct metadata. If the value is
significantly longer or shorter than typical length, it receives
low confidence value. The closer the length to average, the
higher the confidence score it receives.

3.3.2

Vocabulary Test

The vocabulary test is suitable for metadata fields that tend
to have a specialized vocabulary, such as author and organization names. Phrase dictionaries are constructed for
these metadata fields using preexisting correct metadata. A
phrase dictionary contains all the sub-sequences of tokens
for each metadata entry. For example, if the string is “Kurt
John Maly” then the phrase dictionary would contain the
following sequences: Kurt, John, Maly, Kurt John, John
Maly, Kurt John Maly. Then, when validating an extracted
metadata value, it is tokenized into phrases and the corresponding phrase dictionary is consulted to count how many
of these phrases exist in the phrase dictionary. The percentage of recurring phrases for this extracted value is compared
to the average recurrence rate of phrases for that metadata
field as determined from the preexisting correct metadata.

3.3.3

Dictionary Test

The dictionary test is suitable for metadata fields that do not
have a specialized vocabulary, but rather are composed of
free text, e.g., titles or abstracts.
When validating an extracted metadata value using the
dictionary test, the extracted value is tokenized into words
and an English language dictionary is consulted to count
how many of these words exist in the dictionary. The percentage of recognized words is compared to the average
percentage of recognized words for correct values of that
metadata field in the preexisting metadata.

3.4. Normalization
Each of the statistical tests entails, as noted earlier, the
computation of a point statistic (x) for an extracted metadata field. In each case, the associated model for that field
supplies an average (x̄) and standard deviation (s) for that
statistic. This permits the computation of the standard score
z = (x − x̄)/s for that point statistic.
Lacking information as to the precise distribution of each
statistic, it would be difficult to map these standard scores
directly into a probability. Such an effort would probably be
misspent, in any event, because, as noted below, we wish to
preserve the flexibility of combining test results in a variety
of different ways.
Consequently, the standard scores are mapped onto a
confidence value in the range 0.0-1.0 via a piecewise linear function that is metadata field-specific and collectionspecific (and that can also be overridden in a validation
specification as described below).
The shape of the normalizer function can be tuned to adjust the strictness of the tests and to guarantee the appropriate interpretation of the standard score. For example, the
normalizer for the dictionary and vocabulary tests are typically monotonically increasing functions because higherthan-average values for these statistics imply increased confidence. On the other hand, the normalizer for the length
test would typically peak at the average, as both lower-thanaverage and higher-than-average values may be indicative
of untrustworthy output.

3.5. Independence of the Validator and Extractor
It is worth noting that the validator/oracle is not itself a
mechanism capable of extracting metadata from documents.
None of the statistical tests described above are employed
by the extraction engine. That engine interprest the layout
templates, which currently contain intructions based upon
location of text on page, location relative to already identified fields, font size and other textual characteristics, or
matches against specific key phrases.

It is conceivable that future releases of the engine would
include some capabilities related to htose in the extractor
(such as tagging words from specialized vocabularies), but
even so the task of the extractor remains far more complex
because it must locate metadata within a document, not simply decide whether a given metadata string is reasonable.
Indeed, as Figure 2 shows, the validator does not even see
the entire document, only the outputs from the extractor.

4. Evaluating The Oracle
To determine if the oracle described here would actually be useful, it was applied to the output of a pre-release
version of the metadata extraction system on a number of
documents.
Determining whether the validator’s confidence values
were “reasonable” was somewhat problematic as the exact
confidence values could not be predicted or even specified
to high precision for realistic outputs. Validation of expert systems, knowledge bases, and other A.I. applications
frequently work by comparing the recommendations of the
software to that of a human expert, e.g., [6].
In that spirit, we opted to take advantage of the multitemplate structure of the extractor. For a group of documents that had been previously assigned to document
classes by manual inspection, the template for that manually assigned class and for the largest other classes were
all applied to each document. The resulting multiple sets
of extracted metadata were then passed through the validator. The purpose of this exercise is to see if the validator’s
score for the best quality output among the alternatives corresponds to the prior classification performed by human inspection of the documents.
The base set of documents for this experiment was a
sample of 2000 drawn from among nearly 60,000 new documents submitted to DTIC over the prior two years. These
two thousand were chosen at random, subject to the limitation that they were unclassified documents released for
public distribution.
Approximately half of these documents contain an RDP,
a special form in which metadata fields are enumerated and
filled in. Such forms are easily recognized and are highly
distinctive. As such, it was felt that these would not offer an
informative exercise of the validator.
Among the remaining documents with no such forms,
the metadata extractor must find pages that contain metadata and locate the metadata field values as instructed by
the template. In the course of development of the extractor, these documents had been examined by humans who
grouped them by layout and chose the most common layouts for an initial set of ten templates. These templates covered 646 documents of the original set of 2000, and these
documents were employed as the basis of this study.

The distribution of these documents among the humanassigned classes can be seen in Table 4. Most of these documents are dated July 2005 or later and so do not occur
in the metadata set used to prepare the collection statistics.
The few (less than 150) that do occur in that set are too few
to have a significant impact on the statistics over the entire
training set of 850,000 documents, so their inclusion in the
evaluation set is not considered to be a significant risk.
The document classes and their templates have been
given arbitrary names by the template authors, usually
based upon characteristics observed in the first few documents of that class. For example, the “eagle” class consists
of degree theses for U.S. Military Academy at West Point
and is named for the characteristic background image seen
in Figure 1. As a group, these ten templates include clusters of very similar document layouts (often differing only
by the number and placement of blocks of author names
and addresses) although there is little inter-clusters similarity, with documents ranging from degree theses to corporate
reports and technical articles.
The validation specification of Figures 4 and 5 formed
the starting point for the specification employed in this experiment. It computed the average confidence in the fields
UnclassifiedTitle, PersonalAuthor, CorporateAuthor, and
ReportDate. This was judged to be somewhat inappropriate
for the evaluation technique proposed for this experiment
however. The use of an overall average would unfairly penalize templates that had successfully extracted additional
fields at marginally lower confidences. For example, if the
rand and eagle templates each extracted the same title field
at a confidence of 1.0, but the rand template also extracted
a personal author with confidence 0.95, a simple average
over the extracted fields would favor the title template, but
human observers would favor the rand template. An adjustment was therefore made by replacing the overall average by a simple sum, and applying a rescaling to each field
so that confidence values of less than 0.5 were rescaled to
small negative values. In this way, fields extracted with unacceptably low confidence would not be treated as positive
factors in the overall sum (i.e., extracting a bad value would
not improve the overall score).
Allowances were also made for the fact that the extractor
design called for a post-processing component between the
extractor and the validator, which was designed to clean the
extracted metadata according to collection-specific rules.
For example, DTIC removes all titles and military ranks
from author names, a fact which has a direct impact on
both length statistics for author fields and on the contents
of the phrase dictionaries constructed from existing examples of that metadata. The post-processor had not been implemented at the time of this experiment, but was simulated
using simple editor scripts prior to feeding metadata to the
validator.

Table 4 shows the results of applying the adjusted specification to the template outputs for 646 documents. For
approximately 91% of these documents, the validator gave
the highest confidence score to the same document template
as had been anticipated by the human evaluator.
Interestingly, the oracle agreed with the human choice
even in cases where the extractor did a poor job on some
fields. For example, Figure 6 shows that the extractor incorrectly included the phrase “Name of Candidate:” as part
of an author name, but because the other templates either
made this same mistake or failed to extract the author name
at all, the oracle still preferred the eagle class overall.
Examination of the individual field scores suggests that
the validator did exactly what it was intended to do, flagging field values that we would not wish to pass into a
database without intermediate clean-up. In the majority of
cases where the validator chose a class different from the
initial human choice, the extracted metadata was of uniformly poor quality from all templates, so that the overall
score for the metadata set would have guaranteed the referral of that document for human inspection.

5. Conclusions
We have described a system for dynamic validation of
a system for extracting metadata from scanned documents.
Because this is not an application where provision of an exact oracle is possible, we developed an oracle that combines
statistical and deterministic tests. Most of the tests are statistical, based upon models of priviously generated outputs
from a manual process.
Flexibility and adaptability of the validator was achieved
by developing a customized scripting language describing
how the various tests should be combined to obtain an overall measure of confidence in a program output.
We believe that a similar statistical dynamic validation
process could be useful in a variety of applications where
the specification of exact oracles is impossible or impractical. In particular, the use of a scriptable system for combining the results of disparate tests on various components of
the output under evaluation should be useful in a variety of
different circumstnaces.
This application may have been unusually fortunate in
the amount of prior good-quality outputs available, In other
projects, the statistics could be accumulated during the early
stages of deployed operations by starting with a high degree
of human inspection of program outputs, then relaxing the
degree of direct human oversight as the body of humanapproved outputs is accumulated.
The suitability of the validator was demonstrated by an
experiment measuring its ability to mimic human judgments
as to which of several alternate outputs for the same document would be preferred. It performed better than had ac-

Manually
Assigned Class
Class
# docs
alr 1
42
alr 2
12
au
86
crs 1
37
crs 2
15
crs 3
54
eagle
47
nps thesis
232
nsrp
109
rand
12
Total:
646

Number of documents
Oracle Preferred
alr 1
36
6
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

alr 2
6
6
0
0
0
1
0
10
1
1

au
0
0
86
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

crs 1
0
0
0
33
0
2
0
0
0
0

crs 2 crs 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
12
1
1
43
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
# matched:

eagle
0
0
0
0
0
0
47
0
0
0
591

nps thesis
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
211
0
0

nsrp
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
106
0

rand
0
0
0
1
1
4
0
10
2
11

Table 4. Oracle’s Choices (Highest Confidence) versus Human’s
tually been anticipated, agreeing with human judgments on
approximately 91% of the documents examined and behaving reasonably on the majority of the remaining cases.
Curiously, this is a more consistent performance than we
had been able to obtain from the various vision-inspired algorithms for classifying document layouts prior to performing the actual metadata extraction. We are currently considering the possibility of exploiting the validator as a kind of
“post hoc” classification, applying all available templates to
each document and selecting the one that scores best under
validation.
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